
Cracked panel is a cast material measuring 2.5mm thick. This material is 
then supplied on one of the substrate options below.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Range: Cast

Cracked - Gold Brass

Cracked

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available.

Aluminium

Iron

Copper

Bronze

Edge options

Edging and metal framing options are available.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Thickness

3mm-30mm

The Organic Collection

To celebrate the variation in nature we created the Organic Collection. 
Each design has been created by looking at the beauty of natural 
materials, then moulding them and casting in metals that create a new 
perspective. There is nothing complicated about the designs they allow 
the eye to rest on something familiar, crafted by nature.

Cracked
The effects of time and pressure are shown in the intricate fissures of the 
cracked design. The panel has the contrasts metals that bend and stone 
that shatters is too intriguing to resist investigation.



Burnt panel is a cast material measuring 2.5mm thick. 
This material is then supplied one of the substrate options below.

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Range: Cast

Burnt - Iron

Burnt

Gold Brass

Aluminium

Copper

Bronze

Edge options

Edging and metal framing options are available.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Thickness

3mm-30mm

The Organic Collection

To celebrate the variation in nature we created the Organic Collection. 
Each design has been created by looking at the beauty of natural 
materials, then moulding them and casting in metals that create a new 
perspective. There is nothing complicated about the designs they allow 
the eye to rest on something familiar, crafted by nature.

Burnt
An enormously detailed tactile surface. Made by taking a blowtorch to a 
sheet of Birch plywood burning just enough for the surface to be 
consistently charred.



Flios panel is a cast material measuring 2.5mm thick. 
This material is then supplied one of the substrate options below.

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Range: Cast

Flios - Aluminium

Flios

Gold Brass

Iron

Copper

Bronze

Edge options

Edging and metal framing options are available.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Thickness

3mm-30mm

The Organic Collection

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

To celebrate the variation in nature we created the Organic Collection. 
Each design has been created by looking at the beauty of natural 
materials, then moulding them and casting in metals that create a new 
perspective. There is nothing complicated about the designs they allow 
the eye to rest on something familiar, crafted by nature.

Flios
Somewhere between the tanned hide of an alligator , the bark of tree, and 
a dried out lake bed Flios can be located.  The  texture asks to be touched 
and each metal finish gives it a different character. 



Mung panel is a cast material measuring 2.5mm thick. 
This material is then supplied one of the substrate options below.

Material: Elenite™

Range: Cast

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Aluminium

Iron

Gold Brass

BronzeMung - Copper

Mung

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available.

Edge options

Edging and metal framing options are available.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Thickness

3mm-30mm

The Organic Collection

To celebrate the variation in nature we created the Organic Collection. 
Each design has been created by looking at the beauty of natural 
materials, then moulding them and casting in metals that create a new 
perspective. There is nothing complicated about the designs they allow 
the eye to rest on something familiar, crafted by nature.

Mung
10,000 mung beans pressed together into a bed of wax then the top of 
each bean sanded flat to create a  sheet of  similar but ever so slightly 
different dots. 
The result is a surface reminiscent of shagreen but on a larger, more 
architectural scale.



Stalactite panel is a cast material measuring 2.5mm thick. 
This material is then supplied one of the substrate options below.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Range: Cast

Stalactite - Aluminium

Stalactite

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available.

Gold Brass

Iron

Copper

Bronze

Edge options

Edging and metal framing options are available.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Thickness

3mm-30mm

The Organic Collection

To celebrate the variation in nature we created the Organic Collection. 
Each design has been created by looking at the beauty of natural 
materials, then moulding them and casting in metals that create a new 
perspective. There is nothing complicated about the designs they allow 
the eye to rest on something familiar, crafted by nature.

Stalactite
To look at a stalactite is to witness the effect of many years of water 
moving slowly over the same point to create a physical memory of the 
process. When creating the stalactite design we tried to capture the 
permanent impression left by the passage of water. 



SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Aeras

Aeras

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact us for further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured



Gold brass & bronze oval metal stencil shapes with a radiant emerald green 

and pearl Elenite™ background.

Brown Pearl & Gold Brass

Green Pearl & Copper

Royal Blue Pearl & Iron

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Alpheus Ivory Pearl & Gold Brass

Alpheus

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished, Mid-polish,
Ceramic

Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



A playful combination of 5 coloured pigments in a bubblegum pink palette.

The pattern is a mixture of controlled marks & the interaction of the liquid
constituents that create spontaneous effects making each panel unique.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Range: Poured

Bubblegum

Bubblegum

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Thickness

4mm-30mm

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



"A matte ceramic finish creates a faint blue"mist achieved by pouring many 
layer s with the quality of fine porcelain.

The pattern is a mixture of controlled marks & the interaction of the liquid
constituents that create spontaneous effects making each panel unique.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Cobalt Skia 

Cobalt Skia 

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Ceramic
Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Entoma - Royal Blue & Gold Brass

Entoma

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact us for further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

7mm-30mm

Range: Poured



SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Giverny

Giverny

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



A cosmic palette of neutral tones inspired by the moon’s celestial surface.

The pattern is a mixture of controlled marks & the interaction of the liquid
constituents that create spontaneous effects making each panel unique.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Lunar 

Lunar 

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Ceramic
Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



Ethereal blue tones with a sharp hint of tangerine finished by hand to a 
high polish.

The pattern is a mixture of controlled marks & the interaction of the liquid
constituents that create spontaneous effects making each panel unique.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Midnight Comet

Midnight Comet

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Nephos - Silver Nephos - Blue

Nephos

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact us for further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

7mm-30mm

Range: Poured



A striking combination of 10 coloured pigments and pearlescent powders.

The pattern is a mixture of controlled marks & the interaction of the liquid 
constituents that create spontaneous effects making each panel unique.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Polychrome

Polychrome

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



A bold fusion of red shades stream together to form interesting organic 
linear dimensions.

The pattern is a mixture of controlled marks & the interaction of the liquid 
constituents that create spontaneous effects making each panel unique.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Pyrrha

Pyrrha

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact usfor further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

4mm-30mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



Translating the idea of the original Solomon&Wu handsculpted cubist 
moulding onto a poured, flat highly polished surface.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Range: Stencil

Cubist Stencil - Emerald Green & Copper

Cubist Stencil

Emerald Green, Pearl & Bronze

White Pearl & Gold Brass

Royal Blue & Gold Brass

Standard size

2.9 x 1.4 m
Custom sizes available. 

Edge options

Edging and metal framing options are available.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished, Mid- polish,
Ceramic

Thickness

5mm-30mm

The inspiration for the Stencil Collection came to us when walking around 
the V&A Museum’s tapestry  room. The beautiful hangings were created 
over many panels to tell a story which evolved around the room. 

Using the simple idea of stencils created from your drawings and then laser 
cut using steel we can create individual stories for your client with many 
colours and depths. The colours are poured around the stencil and then the 
stencil removed and the void filled with the appropriate colour.

We work together with you to inform your creative ideas from a technical 
standpoint. Please get in touch to find out more.

The Stencil Collection



A luxurious pearlescent finish with a poured metal river running through, 
inspired by the greek river god alpheus.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Range: Stencil

Midcentury Stencil

Midcentury Stencil

Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available.

Edge options

Edging and metal framing options are available.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Thickness

5mm-30mm

The inspiration for the Stencil Collection came to us when walking around 
the V&A Museum’s tapestry  room. The beautiful hangings were created 
over many panels to tell a story which evolved around the room. 

Using the simple idea of stencils created from your drawings and then laser 
cut using steel we can create individual stories for your client with many 
colours and depths. The colours are poured around the stencil and then the 
stencil removed and the void filled with the appropriate colour.

We work together with you to inform your creative ideas from a technical 
standpoint. Please get in touch to find out more.

The Stencil Collection



SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Elenite™

Wakasa 1

Wakasa

Wakasa 5

Wakasa 8

Wakasa 7
Standard size

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edges options

Edging and metal framing options are available, please 
contact us for further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
MDF

Finish option

Polished
Ceramic

Thickness

7mm-30 mm

Range: Poured

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End.

The London Collection



Available sizes

2.4 x 1.2 m 
3.0 x 1.5 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Edging options

Edging is available, please enquire for further information.

Substrate

Birch plywood
No substrate

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood. 
No two panels are ever the same. 
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

Material: Wooden Terrazzo

Designer: Conor Taylor

Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and 
modern surface full of hidden details.

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members 
clubs and bars of Soho.

Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays 
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.

Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern 
colours in London's East End. Ivory Duo - British Walnut and Cedar of Lebanon

Bianco Mono - London Plane

Azure Mono - Reclaimed British  Oak

Charcoal Mono - British WalnutBianco Mono - London Plane

Finish option

Honed
Thickness

12mm-25mm

The London Collection




